Contribution of growth differentiation factor 6-dependent cell survival to early-onset retinal dystrophies
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Retinal dystrophies are predominantly caused by mutations affecting the visual phototransduction system and cilia, with few genes identified that function to maintain photoreceptor survival. We reasoned that growth factors involved with early embryonic retinal development would represent excellent candidates for such diseases. Here we show that mutations in the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) ligand Growth Differentiation Factor 6, which specifies the dorso-ventral retinal axis, contribute to Leber congenital amaurosis. Furthermore, deficiency of gdf6 results in photoreceptor degeneration, so demonstrating a connection between Gdf6 signaling and photoreceptor survival. In addition, in both murine and zebrafish mutant models, we observe retinal apoptosis, a characteristic feature of human retinal dystrophies. Treatment of gdf6-deficient zebrafish embryos with a novel aminopropyl carbazole, P7C3, rescued the retinal apoptosis without evidence of toxicity. These findings implicate for the first time perturbed TGF-β signaling in the genesis of retinal dystrophies, support the study of related morphogenetic genes for comparable roles in retinal disease and may offer additional therapeutic opportunities for genetically heterogeneous disorders presently only treatable with gene therapy.

INTRODUCTION

Evolutionarily conserved signaling pathways [transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), Wnt and Hedgehog] pattern the embryo (reviewed in 1); however, our understanding of their contribution to human disease remains incomplete (2,3). One challenge is that early embryonic developmental phenotypes occlude analysis of later gene functions, even though signaling pathway cassettes are utilized repeatedly during development, and mutations cause both early- and late-onset disease. The 20 bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and growth differentiation factors (GDFs) that comprise one TGF-β ligand subfamily (4) perform core roles in axis formation, cell fate determination and patterning (5–7). As either homo- or hetero-dimeric ligands (8–10) BMP/GDFs activate SMAD phosphorylation (reviewed in 11), as well as multiple non-canonical pathways [mitogen-activated protein kinase, Rho-like GTPase and phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase/AKT (12)]. Although initially identified through an ability to induce bone and cartilage formation (13) targeted BMP inactivation revealed far wider developmental roles (14), with those in visual development closely paralleling embryonic patterning (15). In ocular morphogenesis, BMP/
GDFs specify dorsal fate (16) by activating dorsal targets Tbx5, Aldh1a2 and Efnb2, whilst simultaneously repressing ventrality genes, Vax2 and Ephb2 (17,18). Opposing the effects of BMPs, Sonic hedgehog specifies ventral identity (19). In the last few years, GDFs have been shown to sub-serve comparable functions, with Gdf6 positioned at the top of the known hierarchy of retinal genes specifying the dorso-ventral retinal axis (20–22). In zebrafish (20) and Xenopus (8), Gdf6 initiates dorsal retinal identity, is expressed prior to Bmp4 and lies genetically upstream of dorsal retinal patterning genes [bmp4, bmp2b and tbx5 (21,22)].

On the basis of its role patterning the vertical axis of the developing retina, we hypothesized that GDF6 mutation would underlie a spectrum of retinal disease. We uncovered evidence that zebrafish Gdf6 plays a role in later eye development, notably that gdf6 mRNA is expressed in the proliferative ciliary marginal zone with apoptotic cell death observed in mutants. Guided by these new data demonstrating a connection between Gdf6 function and retinal cell proliferation/survival, we selected Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) [OMIM: 204000], the most severe inherited retinal dystrophy for analysis. LCA is a clinically and genetically heterogeneous group of disorders, characterized by profound congenital visual loss, nystagmus and absent full-field electroretinogram (ERG) responses. Representing a common cause of congenital visual loss, nystagmus and absent full-field electroretinogram ERG typical of the LCA phenotype (Fig. 1B). This individual does not have other ocular or systemic phenotypes, but has not undergone the radiological imaging necessary to detect milder GDF6-induced skeletal disease. The proband’s parents each carried a single GDF6 variant and exhibited specific ERG abnormalities [reduced b-wave amplitude (paternal) and delayed rod b-wave implicit time (maternal) (Fig. 1B)], comparable with those observed in carriers of LCA mutations (32). Three additional heterozygous GDF6 amino acid alterations were identified in the LCA/JRP cohort: p.E292D (c.876G>A—pedigree II), p.A199T (pedigree III) and again p.A249E (pedigree IV) (Fig. 1C); variants that were either absent from control chromosomes (D57H and E292D: 0 of 1500, A199T: 0 of 650) or present at a low frequency (A249E: 4 of 1500). Two of these are known mutations that induce either ocular (A249E: microphthalmia, coloboma; A199T: severe colobomatous microphthalmia with foveal hypoplasia) (31,33) or skeletal disease (A249E: postaxial polydactyly, Klippel-Feil) (34,35); however, such phenotypes were not observed in the LCA/JRP patients.

To assess the effects of GDF6 variants on function, we analyzed protein levels and secretion in transfected COS7 cells. These revealed that, compared with wild-type protein levels, the amounts of GDF6-A249E pre-pro-protein and mature ligand were reduced in the media (36 and 53%, respectively). A marked reduction in the levels of GDF6-D57H pre-pro-protein and mature ligand were observed in both cytosolic (80 and 97%) and media (97 and 99%) fractions, with co-transfection of both GDF6-A249E and -D57H showing reduced mature ligand in the media (27% decrease), but not cell lysate (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). To assess growth factor activity, we utilized reporter constructs containing two BMP response elements (BREs) from the Idl promoter fused to a luciferase reporter (36). Quadruplicate assays, performed on three separate occasions, demonstrated that GDF6-A249E and GDF6-D57H activated the reporter at 50 and 24% of the GDF6-WT activity (P < 0.001, Student’s t-test (Fig. 1D)). These data support a model whereby compound heterozygosity for A249E and D57H significantly compromises GDF6 activity.

Next we assessed in vitro the functional effect of amino acid alterations discovered in LCA patients with one wild-type and one putatively defective GDF6 allele. These heterozygous GDF6 variants revealed increased levels relative to wild-type protein in the whole-cell lysate [full length: GDF6-E292D, 37% increase; GDF6-A199T, 47%] and media fractions [mature ligand: GDF6-E292D, 56%; GDF6-A199T, 4%] (Fig. 2A). In contrast to our expression data, reporter assays demonstrated significantly reduced activation of BRE-luciferase by these variants compared with GDF6-WT (E292D 69% decrease, A199T 56%, P < 0.005, Student’s t-test) (Fig. 2B). These functional assays support the heterozygous E292D and A199T alterations also contributing to LCA.

To evaluate the effect of mutations in a murine model, Gdf6tm1Lex mice (MGI ID: 3604391) with targeted deletion of Gdf6 exon 2, hereafter referred to as Gdf6+/−, were crossed to yield homozygous progeny. Since none was generated from 15 litters [Gdf6+/+ n = 39, Gdf6+/− n = 64], analysis was undertaken at E18 revealing genotypes more reflective of Mendelian ratios [Gdf6+/+ n = 4, Gdf6+/− n = 6, Gdf6−/− n = 5; from three pregnancies]. Accordingly,
Figure 1. GDF6 mutations identified in LCA and JRP pedigrees are associated with phenotypic and functional consequences. (A) In contrast to the proband with two GDF6 mutations (D57H and A249E), the unaffected parents and sibling carry single variants. (B) Scotopic ERG recordings from the same pedigree demonstrate the proband’s extinguished ERG and subtle parental ERGs anomalies [paternal: reduced b-wave amplitude; maternal: delayed rod b-wave implicit time; control (below)]. (C) Three additional heterozygous GDF6 mutations, E292D (II), A199T (III) and A249E (IV) detected in LCA/JRP pedigrees. (D) BRE luciferase reporter analysis demonstrates significantly decreased transactivation by transfected variants (GDF6-A249E or GDF6-D57H) when compared with GDF6-WT [data represent the mean of 12 replicates (error bars, SD, P ≤ 0.001, t-test)]. Inset below, GDF6 protein domain structure with amino acid alignment of missense mutations in LCA and JRP patients (ClustalW).
ERGs were recorded in adult heterozygous mutants (Gdf6+/−) and wild-type (Gdf6+/+) littermates (n = 12). A subset of Gdf6+/− mice (five of nine) exhibited abnormal ERGs with up to 66% decreases in the bipolar cell driven b-wave [pure cone (saturated photopic) and mixed rod-cone (saturated scotopic) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2)] and 54% decreases in the photoreceptor mediated a-wave amplitudes. The more pronounced reductions of the b-wave than a-wave amplitudes accord with preferential inner retina changes observed in heterozygous patients [parents of LCA probands (Fig. 1B) and others, described below] (32). Reduced photopic flicker fusion (3–27%), another indicator of inner retinal dysfunction, was also observed in the same five Gdf6+/− mice. Such findings are compatible with a role for Gdf6 in murine and human retinal function.

In view of the biochemical evidence that human GDF6 variants were functionally significant (Figs 1 and 2, Supplementary Material, Fig. S1), and the typically autosomal-recessive nature of LCA and JRP, using exomic next-generation sequencing, we tested the hypothesis that a second TGF-β variant was present in probands with a single GDF6 mutation. However, due to extreme GC-content, exome sequencing yielded incomplete coverage across the open-reading frames of BMP ligands (data not shown), preventing identification of the known heterozygous mutations and precluding testing of our hypothesis. In parallel, to determine whether mutation of other TGF-β members alters retinal function consistent with a contribution to retinal dystrophies, we examined a pedigree with a well-characterized mutation (GDF3-R266C) in a paralog with significant roles in retinal development. Notably, GDF3 mutation results in near identical ocular and skeletal phenotypes to GDF6 (31,34). The hypomorph studies increased the number of highly conserved cysteine residues in the mature ligand (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3A), and compared with wild-type GDF3 reduces luciferase activation by ~50% (34). Each GDF3-R266C heterozygous carrier exhibited abnormal ERGs with decreased scotopic b-wave amplitudes, and variable phenotypic severity that is characteristic of human BMP-induced ocular and skeletal phenotypes (29,37,38). Notably, one individual had nearly extinguished scotopic and photopic waveforms with amplitudes <10% of normal (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3B) findings consistent with other members of the TGF-β superfamily contributing to retinal dystrophy phenotypes.

Collectively, the above data demonstrate an increased prevalence of GDF6 variants in LCA/JRP cases with a disease role supported by the appreciably altered biochemical function, and the ERG anomalies observed with heterozygous mutation of a close paralog. Intrigued by these observations, we sought to analyze the consequence of long-term loss of Gdf6 function on retinal and photoreceptor structure. We turned to zebrafish, given the ease with which we could study homozygous mutants and the availability of a strain containing a p.S55X stop codon mutation (gdf6a+/−), hereafter called gdf6a+/− (21). Viable homogenous mutants were generated by twice outcrossing to strain AB, with genotypes confirmed by sequencing (Fig. 3A). Examination of adult gdf6a+/− mutants revealed microphthalmia, with eyes obscured by overgrown skin (Fig. 3A) and dissection revealing misshapen irides (Fig. 3B). Histological analysis of gdf6a+/− mutants at 2 weeks of age demonstrated profound alterations to the morphology of individual photoreceptor subtypes [Red/green cones (Fig. 3C and D) and UV cones (data not shown)]. Studies at later time points revealed loss of normal retinal lamination, as evident from actin and nuclear stains (Fig. 3E and F), together with appreciable disorganization of Müller glia cells, as assessed by glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunohistochemistry (Fig. 3E–H). The increased GFAP abundance in gdf6a+/− adult eyes (Fig. 3F) is consistent with the gliosis common to neurodegenerative diseases and animal models thereof (39). Finally, in gdf6a+/− adults, cone photoreceptors were consistently dysmorphic and reduced in abundance (Fig. 3I–L).

Since photoreceptor death is a key feature of retinal dystrophies, the level of apoptosis was determined during mouse and zebrafish embryogenesis. At E18, a stage at which the murine retina is divisible into neuroblastic and ganglion cell layers, TUNEL-positive cells were observed in both (Fig. 4A–F) with increased levels of apoptotic signal observed in Gdf6+/− and Gdf6+/+ mice compared with wild-type [mean TUNEL-positive cells/section: Gdf6+/− 30.4; Gdf6+/+ 12.9; Gdf6+/− 8.3; P = 0.016 and P < 0.0001, Student’s t-test
Substantially increased apoptosis was observed in the retinas of mutant fish compared with wild-type at 28 hpf [mean α-active caspase-3 signals/eye: gdf6−/− 76.4, WT 3.34 (P < 0.0001, ANOVA)] (Fig. 4H and K). Comparable findings were observed using acridine orange to observe apoptotic cells (40). Intrigued by observing increased embryonic retinal apoptosis in murine and zebrafish models of an LCA associated gene, we next evaluated in gdf6−/− mutants, whether this effect could be ameliorated with a novel anti-apoptotic compound, P7C3. This aminopropyl carbazole is reported to be pro-neurogenic, protecting newborn hippocampal neurons from apoptosis (41). P7C3 treatment of gdf6−/− embryos resulted in significantly reduced levels of retinal apoptosis at 28 hpf [70 and 79% reductions at 0.01 and 0.1 μM doses, respectively, P < 0.0001, ANOVA (Fig. 4I–M)]. Notably, this effect, evident in replicate experiments, was more pronounced at higher P7C3 concentrations (Fig. 4N). In light of P7C3’s inhibition of gdf6−/− retinal apoptosis, we next assessed whether there was evidence of functional rescue, utilizing two distinct assays. The first [visually mediated background adaptation (VBA) (42)] is a neuroendocrine response in which the detection of ambient light by retinal ganglion cells results in melanosome contraction (43). Mutants exhibited increased pigmentation on a light background that was unchanged with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), but it partially recovered with P7C3 treatment [gdf6a−/−: DMSO 1 of 22 contracted melanophores; P7C3 11 of 22; gdf6a+/+ 25 of 25 (Fig. 5)]. The second assay [optomotor response (OMR)] records the distance travelled in the direction of motion of a perceived stimulus. This motion evoked assay requires substantially higher levels of retinal sensitivity and is dependent on both visual (photoreceptor and retinal interneuron) and musculo-skeletal function. In contrast to the VBA result, OMR analysis did not reveal any improvement in response by gdf6a−/− mutants with P7C3 treatment (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4).

DISCUSSION

Perturbed TGF-β signaling in retinal dystrophies

We report that mutations in GDF6 are associated with early-onset retinal dystrophies and present comparable findings from both zebrafish and murine Gdf6 mutants. By demonstrating involvement in neuronal survival, these data extend (Fig. 4G)].
Figure 4. Gdf6 murine and zebrafish mutants demonstrate retinal apoptosis. (A–F) Montage of wild-type, Gdf6^{+/+} and Gdf6^{−/−} retinal sections illustrating the level of TUNEL-positive (red) signals in the neuroblastic layer (NBL) and ganglion cell layer (GCL) of E18 murine embryos [Hoechst (blue) co-staining]. In contrast to the low level of apoptosis in wild-type retina (A), higher levels are evident in heterozygous (B) and homozygous (C) mutant embryos [positive (D) and negative (E) controls]. (F) Low-magnification of entire Gdf6^{−/−} retinal cross section to show localization of TUNEL-positive cells [boxed area shown at higher magnification in C]. (G) The progressive, and statistically significant, increase in the total number of TUNEL-positive signals with increasing Gdf6 null allele dosage is depicted graphically (P < 0.05, t-test). (H–M) Immunofluorescence with α-active caspase-3 antibody (red) and Hoechst (blue) in 28 hpf embryos. gdf6a mutant retinas display increased apoptosis (H) when compared with non-mutant siblings (K). Treatment with P7C3 reduces the amount of apoptosis in gdf6a mutant retinas (I and J) when compared with similarly treated non-mutant siblings (L and M). (N) Quantification of the number of anti-active caspase-3-positive cells in the retina showed non-mutant siblings treated with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 0.01 μM P7C3 and 0.1 μM P7C3 displayed a mean of 3.34 (n = 44), 2.07 (n = 58) and 1.32 (n = 112) apoptosing cells. gdf6a mutants treated as above displayed a mean of 76.41 (n = 34), 23.13 (n = 16) and 16.09 (n = 33) apoptosing cells, respectively. Error bars, SE; *P < 0.00001 (ANOVA). All embryos included in statistics were genotyped via sequencing as being gdf6a mutants or wild-type siblings.
Inhibition of Gdf6-induced apoptosis

TGF-β ligands are multifunctional cytokines that provide positional information to cells and control numerous aspects of their development. The profoundly altered cone morphology induced by gdf6 mutation (Fig. 3), accords with this role and the patient LCA/JRP phenotype. In addition, these ligands have important pro- and anti-apoptotic functions (54–61), with the consistent, pan-retinally increased apoptosis of murine and zebrafish homozygous mutants revealing a fundamental and evolutionarily conserved requirement for Gdf6 in maintaining retinal cellular populations. This finding accords with the progressive apoptotic photoreceptor loss and increasing visual impairment characteristic of retinal dystrophies (62), and is evident in species with different proportions of cone photoreceptors (murine 3%, zebrafish 30%). Subsequent efforts concentrated on evaluating whether this neuronal loss was tractable to treatment (41). To date, the applicability of understanding of Gdf6 function from early retinal specification, involving for the first time TGF-β superfamily members in retinal dystrophies. Implication of GDF6, and through characteristic ERG anomalies, a second TGF-β member (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3), will catalyze evaluation of this gene family in molecularly unexplained LCA/JRP, particularly for variants in those paralogs with major retinal developmental functions. Since these phenotypes accord closely with Gdf6’s specification of the dorso-ventral retinal axis, evaluating retinal morphogenetic genes for comparable disease contributions is merited, especially those specifying naso-temporal retinal identity [FGFs 3, 8, 18 and 19 (37,44,45)].

Despite the numerically small proportion of cases, GDF6’s evolutionarily conserved role provides insight at several levels. The first relates to variants with significantly reduced biochemical function, where phenotypic effects are only detected in a proportion of heterozygotes on targeted testing (ERGs). This illustrates the eye’s value as a genetic disease model, with electrophysiological testing revealing clinically silent retinal phenotypes, and causative alleles contributing to the singleton LCA cases that have proved recalcitrant to genetic elucidation (Fig. 1). Observation that 50% decreases in GDF6 signaling are tolerated while either compound heterozygous human (A249E and D57H), or homozygous murine or zebrafish null alleles induce severe phenotypes indicate that a threshold level of BMP signaling exists below which phenotypes manifest in all three species. This is supported by the progressively higher levels of retinal apoptosis with increasing null Gdf6 allele dosage (Fig. 4G). The therapeutic corollary of observing disease phenotypes at high but not low mutational loads is that therapy only has to increase BMP signaling above this threshold (and not to 100%) to be effective.

The second feature concerns the elevated level of heterozygous functional GDF6 variants in LCA/JRP cases (Figs 1 and 2). These are individually insufficient to induce LCA/JRP since the heterozygous parents are overtly unaffected, as are heterozygous murine and zebrafish mutants. However, their increased prevalence, the heterodimerization (46) and retinal developmental functions of other BMP/GDFs (34,38,47–49) plus the ERG anomalies of GDF3 heterozygotes, all support the presence of additional disease-causing variants. Notably, the phenotypes caused by Gdf3 and Gdf6 mutation are very similar, with each inducing delayed choroidal fisure closure or coloboma, retinal developmental anomalies and axial skeletal patterning defects in patients and or model organisms (22,31,34,47,50,51). The presented data demonstrate that mutation of other BMP/GDFs induces retinal dysfunction, including extinguished ERGs that phenotype the effect of GDF6 mutation (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3), and will facilitate determining whether multi-allelic inheritance of BMP/GDF variants results in sporadic early-onset retinal dystrophies. An intriguing finding in this study was pleiotropy, with mutations (A249E) that cause post-axial polydactyly, Klippel-Feil or microphthalmia/anophthalmia/coloboma (MAC), only associated with LCA/JRP. This is explicable by buffering of disease phenotypes by the numerous ligands and BMP pathway members, leading to context-specific epistasis (52). Coupled with stochastic events, and recently identified compensatory autocrine and/or paracrine processes (53), such mechanisms likely account for the paradoxical ocular phenotypes.
anti-apoptotic agents has frequently been restricted by their broad fundamental physiological processes. The significantly reduced activated caspase-3 signaling in P7C3 treated gdf6<sup>−/−</sup> mutants provides immunohistochemical evidence of rescue for a zebrafish LCA model. The paradoxical visual function results are derived from mechanistically distinct assays with log unit differences in sensitivity and involvement of different retinal cell types. Coupled with the known lenticular and skeletal phenotypes of gdf6<sup>−/−</sup> mutants (22,31), such factors may affect OMR but leave VBA unchanged, potentially explaining the differences between the datasets. In this context, P7C3’s inhibition of neuronal apoptosis without deleterious effects in different tissues of evolutionary disparate species [murine CNS (41) and zebrafish retina], merits further investigation, especially as an effective anti-apoptotic agent (63) may synergize with other therapeutic approaches for enhancing neuronal survival (29,30,64).

**Clinical and developmental implications**

Of the key conclusions that can be drawn from GDF6’s contribution to early-onset retinal dystrophies, the first relates to an invariant feature of BMP signaling from Drosophila to humans—exquisitely precise spatial and temporal regulation at multiple levels [including heterodimerization with other BMPs, antagonists and agonists, receptor and co-receptor expression, and Smad phosphorylation (65–69)]. Reinforcement of one ligand's signaling by another is a common paradigm, as exemplified by Gdf6a’s induction of bmp2b and bmp7a transcription (70) leading to enriched BMP mRNA levels in specific regions of the developing embryo. Accordingly, it is improbable that involvement of TGF-β members in retinal dystrophies is confined to GDF6, as our GDF3 data demonstrate. A second conclusion relates to the human ocular phenotypes induced by BMP mutation that have to date been restricted to alterations in ocular size (microphthalmia or anophthalmia) and tissue morphogenesis (coloboma) (31,33,34,50,71–73). This study significantly extends these roles, suggesting that the MAC genome overlaps with retinal dystrophies and provides a simple means of testing this through ERG recordings of microphthalmia patients. In parallel, it implies a more complex interplay than hitherto appreciated between retinal and globe development, with broader implications for common disorders of ocular size (myopia and hyperopia). A third feature relates to this study’s implication of a growth factor in LCA, which contrasts with the photoreceptor-specific nature of most LCA/JRP-causing genes. Finally, one consequence of seemingly disparate clinical disorders being caused by alterations to the same developmental pathway is that therapeutic approaches may benefit a range of disorders. In this context, the finding that BMP-induced apoptosis can be inhibited with P7C3 may lead to new approaches for treating disorders that still destine the vast majority of patients to visual impairment or blindness.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patient analysis**

Two hundred and seventy-nine DNA samples from LCA or JRP patients, previously screened for mutations in the known causative genes, were polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified for GDF6 and the products sequenced on an ABI Prism 3100 capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems) (as previously described) (31). Chromatograms were analyzed using Sequencher (vs 4.5, GeneCodes) with amino acid sequence alignments performed using ClustalW (http://www. genome.jp/tools/clustalw/). The prevalence of mutations in western Canadian population control samples was determined by restriction enzyme analysis [BsrBI (A249E), HaeII (D57H), Hgal (A199T), NlaIII (E292D) (New England Biolabs)] (n = 462 DNA samples) and direct sequencing of both exons (n = 288 samples). Collection and analysis of DNA samples was approved by the University of Alberta Hospital Research Ethics Board, with informed consent provided by all participants.

**Western blot and luciferase assays**

Wild-type GDF6 transcript was generated by PCR of genomic DNA, cloned into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen, ON, Canada) and mutations introduced by site-directed mutagenesis. Subcloning into pcDNA3.2/V5-DEST (Invitrogen) or Cs<sup>2+</sup>-treated was undertaken for western blot and luciferase analyses, respectively (31). Western blots were performed on lysates collected 48 h after transiently transfecting wild-type GDF6 or the individual variants into COS7 cells using FuGENE (Roche) as previously described (31,34,74). Extracted proteins were separated on a 15% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (BioRad), incubated with primary antibody [anti-V5 (1:10 000), secreted alkaline phosphatase (1:5000) or α-tubulin (1:10 000), (AbCam)] and subsequently with antibody, images were analyzed using ImageJ and for quantification, protein amounts were normalized to alpha-tubulin and secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP) levels in the cytosolic and media fractions, respectively. For luciferase assays, U2OS cells cultured in 24-well plates until 80% confluency were transfected using FuGENE with either wild-type or variant GDF6, the luciferase reporter gene under the control of a 2xBRE (BMP-responsive element) and a pRL-SV40 encoding Renilla luciferase. Cell lysates were collected 48 h post-transfection and luciferase activity quantified [Dual luciferase kit (Promega)] in quadruplicate assays performed on three separate occasions.

**Murine analysis**

Gdf6 mutant mice [Gdf6<sup>tm1Lex</sup> (MGI: 3604391)], previously genotyped by sequencing ear-notch derived DNA (31), underwent full-field ERGs at 14–23 months of age with the Espion E2 system (Diagnosys LLC). Briefly, mice were dark-adapted overnight and responses to a white flash (6500K xenon) were recorded at incremental intensities (19 steps, range: −5.22−2.86 log candela s/m²). After photopic adaptation (30 candela/m²), photopic intensity responses were recorded (11 steps, range: −1.22–2.86 log candela s/m²), followed by photopic flicker ERGs, all as previously described (75). For TUNEL analysis, timed pregnancies were used to generate E18 embryos that were collected from euthanized pregnant females, with dissected eyes preserved in PFA, paraffin
embedded and sectioned. Apoptosis was detected by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick end-labeling (TUNEL detection kit (Roche); counterstaining Hoechst 33258 (Invitrogen)), with standard positive (DNase incubation) and negative controls (omission of TdT from reaction buffer). Six retinal sections (≥100 μm apart) were imaged from each eye with confocal microscopy (Carl Zeiss) to quantify the TUNEL-positive cells per section (statistical analysis, Student’s t test). All murine procedures and husbandry were approved by the University of Alberta Animal Policy and Welfare Committee.

Zebrafish analysis

Adult gdf6a<sup>+/+</sup> and gdf6a<sup>+/−</sup> zebrafish and enucleated eyes were photographed under a Leica stereomicroscope, with genotyping performed by direct sequencing. Enucleated eyes were fixed and cryo-preserved using standard methods prior to immunohistochemistry (full details will be available on request). Briefly, 10 μm histological sections were blocked with goat serum, labeled with rhodamine–phalloidin or primary antibodies (to either red/green double cones (zpr1) or GFAP (zf1)) and fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen), and counterstained (TO-PRO-3 or propidium iodide). Images were collected using confocal microscopy and pseudocoloured (Zeiss LSM 700 on Axio Observer.Z1). To investigate the effect of P7C3, embryos were treated from 5 to 28 hpf with either 0.01 μM P7C3, 0.1 μM P7C3 or DMSO. The level of apoptosis at 28 hpf in dissected eyes was determined using anti-active caspase-3 antibody staining (BD Pharmingen) and confocal microscopy (as above). Since gdf6a mutants do not have an observable phenotype at 28 hpf, genotypes were determined by PCR and sequencing. ANOVA analysis was performed with significance values at P-value of 0.00001. For the visual background mediated adaptation assays (VBA), embryos were treated with P7C3 from 5 to 48 hpf (the period during which apoptosis has been detected in gdf6a<sup>−/−</sup> mutants), transferred to embryo media until they reached 7 dpf, at which point they were individually scored for pigmentation (76). For OMR recordings, the distance travelled by individual larvae in response to a visual stimulus was measured (77) with gdf6a<sup>−/−</sup> mutants and non-mutant siblings treated with 0.01 μM P7C3 as described above.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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